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QUESTIONS for Containment and Ventilation Branch 1 (AP1000/EPR Projects) (SPCV) 

 
 
06.02.02-69 

Follow-up to RAI 740-5719 response and Revision 5 of MUAP-08001: 
  
Request MHI clarify how the RWSP minimum volume margin was calculated, as 
depicted in MUAP 08001-P (R5), Figure 3-11. As part of the response provide the 
volume of RWSP water from 0% RWSP level to 4 ft. elevation (Min. Water Level Design 
Basis). How do volumes used to develop the RWSP minimum volume margin account 
for submerged SSC volumes? 
  
In addition, request MHI clarify if water in transition from the 25’ 3” elevation through the 
ten, 18 inch transfer pipes to the RWSP minimum water level elevation (~ 4 foot 
elevation) was accounted for in the calculation of “Return Water on the way to the 
RWSP” (MUAP-08001 Table 3-10)? If this water in transition was not accounted for, 
provide an update to Table 3-10 and explain how this volume of water impacts the 
margin depicted in MUAP-08001-P (R5) Figure 3-11? 
  
Reference:  MHI's Amended Response to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 740-5719; MHI Ref: 
UAP-HF-11280; dated August 31, 2011; ML11245A189. 

 
 
06.02.02-70 

Follow-up based on RAI 740-5719 response, MUAP-08001-P Revision 5, and GSI-191 
tracking report (UAP-HF-11287, dated August 31, 2011): 
  
In MUAP-08001-P (R5) Figure 3-11, MHI depicts margin (volume) existing between the 
“Min. water level (design basis)” and the “Min water level (calculated)”. Given the amount 
of margin, the staff request that MHI provide the uncertainty associated with “Return 
Water on the Way to RWSP” and “Ineffective Pools” listed in Table 3-10 of MUAP-08001 
(R5) and DCD Table 6.2.1-3 (updated with GSI-191 Tracking report, dated August 31, 
2011). As part of the discussion, clarify/explain what approach was used to calculate 
each volume, for example, a bounding conservative approach, best estimate approach, 
or combination, and any uncertainties applied to these volumes. 
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06.02.02-71 

Follow-up to RAI 740-5719 response: 
  
The water depth on the 25’ 3” elevation floor was estimated using the formula, Q = 
C*B*h3/2, which was developed for a rectangular weir geometry (Reference 8 in RAI 740-
5719 response). Request MHI justify use of this formula given that MHI has circular weir 
geometry (transfer pipe configuration).  

 
 
06.02.02-72 

Follow-up to RAI 740-5719 response: 
  
In the evaluation of the weir overflow height at the transfer pipes, MHI assumes all ten 
transfer pipes/weirs perform as independent transfer pipes/weirs. However, the pipes 
are situated in pairs and near RWSP tank walls and other structures. Request MHI 
provide justification that the transfer pipe weir/curb design, given their proximity to each 
other and other structures, supports treatment as independent weirs/curbs for the 
analysis of overflow height. 

 
 
06.02.02-73 

Follow-up to RAI 740-5719 response: 
  
During a design basis accident, water spilled from the reactor and from containment 
spray can collect (pool) on floors inside containment. The 25’ 3” elevation floor, often 
referred to as the 2nd floor, contains the floor inside the SG compartment and the floor 
outside the SG compartment. MHI calculates a water height on the floor outside the SG 
compartment and applies this water height to the entire 2nd floor. The staff request that 
MHI provide justification that use of a water height calculated from outside the SG 
compartment is appropriate for use on the floor inside the SG compartment. As part of 
the response, provide the method of analysis, inputs and assumptions, and justification 
for their selection. 

 
 


